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MiLight - LED Strip Controller DMX512
RGB+CCT - FUTD02 FUTD02

Price 20.44 Euro

Availability Available

Shipping time 4 days

Number 1811

Manufacturer Mi.Light

Product description
Technical Parameters Controller

Product Name: DMX512 RGB+CCT Strip Controller
Model No.: FUTD02
Voltage: DC12V-24V
Output: Max. 6A/Channel, Total output Max.10A
Control Distance: 30m
Size: 85*45*22.5mm

Wireless LED controller, the device operating at radio frequencies has its application in LED lighting control. The variant
proposed here controls the lighting not only in shades of white, but also full-color, so for what can select LED strip.

It has a full range dimming from 1 to 100%. It is compatible with other controllers and power supplies that allow you to
develop enough power to the entire lighting system that functioned flawlessly. It is important for such a variety of properties.
In addition to these features, paired with a device designed to direct the change of color on a scale of 16 million colors!
Communication with the controller is a 2.4GHz - that provides fast response to commands from the remote control.
Additionally allows you to save device memory the last setting, it enjoys.

It is fully compatible with applications on Android and Apple, which allows you to manage lighting, even from your smartphone
or tablet. Such are the foundation of the whole system Milight to service the lights in a wide range (30m) was possible
remotely and inexpensively.

Recommended mind one of the major factors leading to the interior space and even outside under additional protection. The
most extreme operating parameters include. Temperature of -20 degrees in the case of humidity - even to the level of 85%.
Smart House is now at your fingertips!
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